From: Rev Bonga Joka
Date: 13 April 2021 at 13:54:21 SAST
To: Bantu Holomisa
Subject: Pleading for your intervention

Good day Sir
This is REV Bonga Joka one the Correctional Services group 1 of 2019/2020 Learners...
I am writing this email as to plead for your intervention in our situation
This is the story
2019/10/28 We were sent by Correctional Services at Kroonstard DCS Training college For to us
acquire correctional Science Certificates the leadership programme was scheduled for 12month
theory it's 4 months than practical it's 8month Due to Covid19 our leadership programe took 14
months our last day was on the 11th of Dec 2020
By the time of our leanership we were not permitted to take any leave and the promise was after
we are done with our programe we will be permitted to do so.
AS we were at the College we had a visit of Mr Mashibhini from Had OFFICE and he said they need
us and they are ggoing to hire us as they have a lot of vacancies Further said they even re inveted
the former officials due to shortage of stuff in his conclusion he also said they also requested
members from SANDF (reservist)
To our surprised in our last few month of our learnership the dept appointmented SANDF reservist
permanent and we recieved a communication from Head OFFICE which instruct us to Stay at home
till further notice....This affected more than 1000 students from both DCS Training college's
The were group of learners be for us which were on contract with DCS they also received the letter
which terminates their contract as well after a period of 12 months...
The Department had invested to more than 2000 students using the Texas of South Africans the
resources to make sure and keep south Africa safe
But today we jobless we were overlooked by the dept the dept choosed untrained people over us
...
Can you please Sir try to find out what happened to the norm of this dept as today they are
claiming that they have no money ...Since we were waiting for the dept for the past 5month the
dept it's silent
We need answers on thi regards...we can't EVIN benefit on government grats due to the fact that
our names it's on the persal of the dept
WISH THIS LETTER FINDS YOU WELL
BONGA JOKA

